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TltCa„—1Ba2Cu„Ozn+3 (n 1,2,3): A New Class of Crystal Structures
Exhibiting Volume Superconductivity at up to =110K
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We report the discovery of three new phases in the Tl-Ca-Ba-Cu-0 system, TllCa, -lBazCu, O) +3
(n 1,2, 3), one of which (n 3) exhibits bulk superconductivity at =110 K. The crystal structures of
these new materials are closely related to that of T12CazBa2Cu30„, the recently discovered 125-K super-
conductor. All of these compounds contain Cu perovskitelike units, but whereas these are separated by
bilayer Tl-0 sheets in the 125-K material, they are separated by monolayer Tl-0 sheets in the new
structures, enabling an examination of the eA'ect of the coupling between successive Cu perovskite units
on superconducting properties.

PACS numbers: 74.70.Vy

A number of high-temperature superconducting com-
pounds have recently been discovered in the Bi-Ca-Sr-
Cu-0' and Tl-Ca-Ba-Cu-0'o " systems, with bulk
superconductivity found at 125 K in T12Ca28a2Cu3-
Oto+~. ' Three related crystal structures have been re-
ported in these systems, all containing either Bi-0 or Tl-
0 bilayers that separate Cu perovskitelike units. The
structural differences in the superconducting phases
identified thus far—Bi2Sr2CutOs ~s, Bi2Ca�tSr2Cu-
2Os�, TlqBa2CutOs~~, T12CatBazCu20s~~ ("2122"),
and T12Ca2Ba2Cu301o+s ("2223")—lie in the number
of Cu layers in the perovskite unit. The empirical obser-
vation that the superconducting transition temperature,
T„increases with increased size of the Cu perovskite
unit seems to confirm longstanding speculations in this
regard. The role of the layers that separate the Cu
perovskite units is less certain. Herein, we report the
discovery of a new class of crystal structures comprising
three phases of the form TltCa„-1Ba2Cu„02+3 (n

1,2, 3), which contain monolayer, bilayer, or trilayer
Cu perovskitelike units separated by monolayer Tl-0
sheets.

The samples were prepared by our thoroughly mixing
T1203, CaO, Ba02, and CuO powders. After grinding,
the mixtures were pressed into pellets and wrapped in

gold. The pellets were fired at 880'C for 3 h in a sealed
quartz tube containing approximately 1 atm oxygen,
then furnace cooled to room temperature over a 4-h
period. In this Letter the preparation and properties of
the T1~Ca2Ba2Cu309~~ phase —hereafter referred to as
"1223"—are described in some detail. Similarly com-
prehensive studies of the related compounds TltBa2Cu~-
Os~~ ("1021")and TltCa~BaqCuq07+ J ('1122") will

be described elsewhere.

Figure 1 shows resistance versus temperature curves
for two samples, A and 8, of starting composition
Tlp. ssCa28a2Cu3 prepared under nominally the same
conditions. Data for samples containing primarily the
T12Cat Ba2Cu20s+ ~ and T12Ca28a2Cu30tp ~s phases are
shown for comparison. Thus far, we have found that a
starting metal-cation composition deficient in thallium—Tlps5Ca2Ba2Cu3 —gives the largest percentage of the
T11Ca2Ba2Cu309&y phase. Starting exactly at the
T11Ca2Ba2Cu3 composition gives T12Ca2Ba2Cu301o ~s as
the predominant superconducting phase. ' The resis-
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FIG. 1. Resistance vs temperature curves for two samples of
nominal composition Tlo 85Ca2Ba2Cu309+ J. Data for material
containing predominantly T12Ca2Ba2Cu3010 ~~ and T12Cal-
Ba2Cu208~~ are included for comparison. The curves have
been arbitrarily scaled so that they do not overlap in the figure.
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tance measurements were made with a standard low-

frequency lock-in method with four probes and platinum
or silver paint contacts. Figure 2 shows magnetic sus-
ceptibility versus temperature plots for the same four
samples, measured with a S.H.E. (B.T.I.) Corp. dc
SQUID magnetometer. These data were taken by our
cooling the samples in a field of 100 Oe. The resistivity
and Meissner data are in good agreement with one
another. The 2122 and 2223 phases have transition tem-
peratures of =108 and 125 K, respectively. '2 Both sam-
ples A and 8 contain minor components that become su-
perconducting near 125 and 118 K but there is a larger
amount for sample B. The bulk of sample A becomes su-
perconducting just below 110 K and that of sample 8
just above 110 K. Since the samples are multiphase,
there is some uncertainty in the determination of T, for
T11Ca28a2Cu309&y. On the basis of our microstructur-
al analysis (see below), we believe that it is reasonable to
assign T, to the temperature at which the major portion
of samples A and 8 become superconducting (=110K).
Since the Meissner data indicate superconducting frac-
tions (=10%-20%) in the Tlos5Ca2Ba2Cu30, samples
comparable to those found in typical 2122 samples, yet
x-ray and microprobe data indicate only small amounts
of 2122 and 2223 material in samples A and 8, we are
confident of this assignment.

The microstructures of the two TlpssCa2Ba2Cu3 sam-

ples were examined by electron microprobe analysis, x-

ray powder diffractometry, and transmission electron mi-

croscopy. While all three techniques showed the samples
comprised several phases, electron microprobe analysis
found the composition of the predominant phase

( ~ 60%) in these samples to be almost identical, namely,
Tll.o6Ca& s28a2ooCu299 and Tl& pgCat s38apooCu3. o6 for
samples A and 8, respectively. Microprobe analysis also
identified BaCu02, a phase of approximate composition
TI~Ca~oCu130„, as well as trace amounts (&5%) of
T12Ca~Ba2Cu20s~~. The presence of BaCu02 is con-
sistent with a large Curie contribution found in the
normal-state magnetic susceptibility. The microstruc-
ture of sample 8 was quite different from that of sample
A. In particular the crystallites of the 1223 phase
(=10-20 pm in extent) contained narrow bands, =1
pm wide, with a significantly enriched Tl content. Their
average composition was analyzed to be Tl~ q4Ca/76-
Ba2.ooCu3 Q1.

The structure of sample A was determined from its x-
ray powder diffraction pattern. Almost all of the lines in

the pattern could be indexed to a primitive tetragonal
cell with dimensions a 3.8429(6) and c 15.871(3) k
This cell was confirmed by electron diffraction studies
(Fig. 3), which also indicated that there is a weak super-
lattice with an approximate wave vector [0.29, 0, 0.5) in

this material. The superlattice was too weak to be ob-
served in the x-ray data and is neglected in the following
structural analysis. The intensities of the remaining lines
could be indexed to the 2122 unit cell and indicated that
about 6% of this phase was present relative to the pri-
mary 1223 phase, consistent with the microprobe data.
Microprobe and x-ray powder diffraction data showed
that sample 8 contains a slightly larger amount of the
2122 phase. No evidence for the 2223 phase was found
from these analyses in either sample A or 8.

The Cu ECa pow-der intensity data were collected on a
2-kW Philips diffractometer with use of a (002)
pyrolytic-graphite post-beam monochromator and a
0.05' 28 step-scan mode. After background subtraction,
peak height intensities —corrected for low-angle sample
illumination, multiplicity, and Lorentz polarization
effects —were taken as observed structure factors. Con-
ventional Patterson and Fourier methods were used to
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FIG. 2. Meissner susceptibility (normalized to 1 at 6.5 K)
vs temperature for two samples of nominal composition

Tlo s5Ca2Ba2Cu309+. ~ (A, open squares; 8, filled squares).
Data for materials composed predominantly of TlqCa2Ba2-

Cu30]0t-y (open circles) and TlqCa~Ba2Cu20s~~ (filled cir-

cles) are also shown. All curves were measured in an applied

field of 100 Oe.
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FIG. 3. Selected-area transmission-electron-microscopy
diff'raction pattern along the [001] axis that confirms the primi-

tive tetragonal cell and also indicates the presence of a weak

superlattice.
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determine the preliminary heavy-atom structure of
T11Ba2Ca2Cu309&y ~ Despite problems of peak overlap,
sample texture, and the inherent limitations of x-ray
powder data, these methods have been demonstrated to
be effective in this class of materials, which have tetrago-
nal or pseudotetragonal symmetry and two short axes
(=3.8 A). The metal atoms are thus forced to occupy
0,0,z or —,', —,',z sites.

Table I summarizes the calculated positional parame-
ters for T11Ca28a2Cu309&y and the deduced structure is
shown in Fig. 4. The primitive tetragonal cell with
P4/mmm symmetry contains one formula unit. The po-
sition of the oxygen atoms was determined from geome-
trical considerations and by comparison with related
crystal structures. In particular the square-planar coor-
dination of the Cu atoms in the Cu02 plane between the
Ca planes is implied by the short interplanar Cu-Cu dis-
tance. The positions of the 0 atoms in the Cu05 pyra-
mids were assigned on the basis of a single-crystal deter-
mination of the related 2122 structure. '3

As mentioned earlier, resistivity and Meissner suscep-
tibility data for the 1223 samples exhibit anomalies near
125 and 118 K which are characteristic temperatures of
the 2223 phase. ' One way to explain the high values of
Tl relative to Ba and Cu seen by electron microprobe
analysis is to assume that there are occasional inter-
growths of Tl-0 bilayers consistent with local regions of
the 2223 phase. Subsequent high-resolution transmis-
sion-electron-microscopy studies have indeed found such
regions in these samples. Presumably it is these local re-
gions which give rise to the higher-temperature anom-
alies. This situation is similar to that found in 2223
structure, where bilayer Cu perovskitelike intergrowths
in the trilayer structure correlate with a decrease in T,
from 125 to 118 K. '

Figures 1 and 2 indicate that sample 8 has a signifi-
cantly higher transition temperature than sample rI. It
was previously noted that microprobe analysis revealed
an additional Tl-rich 1223 phase in sample 8 In addi-.

TABLE I. Positional parameters for T1ICaqBa2Cu309, space
group D4I, P4jmmm, -Z I, with unit-cell dimensions a

3.8429(16) A and c 15.871(3) A. Oxygen atom positions
are based on known metal coordination polyhedra in related
crystal structures.
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tion to highly localized regions of the 2223 phase, a
second intriguing possibility suggested by these data is
that Tl can dope the Ca sites. This is compatible with
the similar size of the Tl + and Ca + ions. Doping of
this type would alter the charge-carrier concentration,
which is known to strongly affect the superconducting
transition temperature in, for example, the La2 —„Sr,-
Cu04~y system. ' These results suggest a fascinating

complexity to the Tl-Ca-Ba-Cu-0 family.
In contrast to the 1223 phase the 1021 phase was

found to be semiconducting for a wide range of prepara-
tive conditions. However, the 1122 compound was su-

perconducting with a transition temperature that varied
from 65 to 85 K, depending on the starting composition.
As shown in Fig. 4, the 1021, 1122, and 1223 phases
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FIG. 4. Unit cells of the Tl|Ca„—iBa2Cu„02 +3 (n =1, 2,
and 3) compounds containing Tl-O monolayers and compar-
ison with those of the corresponding compounds T12Ca, —I-
Ba2Cu, 02, +4, containing Tl-0 bilayers. The range of super-
conducting transition temperatures found for each compound is
included in the figure. Dagger, no superconductivity observed
for 1021 samples prepared under a wide range of preparative
conditions. Asterisk, other groups have reported T, =85 K for
the 2021 phase (Refs. 11 and 13).
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form a series of related structures in which the Cu
perovskitelike units contain one, two, or three Cu02 lay-
ers separated in all three cases by a single octahedrally
coordinated Tl layer. These structures are analogs of the
corresponding 2021, 2122, and 2223 phases (see Fig. 4),
which contain similar Cu perovskitelike slabs. ' ' How-

ever, in the latter and in all other previously known su-

perconducting structures in the Bi-Ca-Sr-Cu-0 and Tl-
Ca-Ba-Cu-0 systems, the perovskitelike units are
separated by staggered Bi-0 or Tl-0 bilayers (which
cause the unit cells to be body centered). Intuitively one
might expect from the highly anisotropic superconduct-
ing properties of these perovskitelike materials that the
reduced spatial separation of the Cu-0 slabs in the new

structures (by =2.3 A in 1223 compared to the 2223
structure) would lead to an enhanced superconducting
transition temperature. However, the transition temper-
ature is actually reduced by about =15 and 30 K, re-

spectively, when the Tl-0 bilayer is replaced by a Tl-0
monolayer for the double and triple Cu02 layer com-
pounds. The coupling between layers depends on the de-

gree of hybridization of the Tl-0 and Cu-0 bands. Con-
ceivably this could be greater because of better band
overlap in the monolayer case, leading to a reduced
N(EF) and thus lower T, . Band-structure calculations
are in progress to test this possibility. '

In conclusion, we have identified a new class of crystal
structures, Tl~ Ca„—1Ba2Cu„O„(x =2n+ 3), which
unlike all previously known structures in the Tl-Ca-Ba-
Cu-0 system, contain monolayer Tl-0 units which

separate a Cu perovskitelike unit. The Cu perovskitelike
unit is comprised of one, two, or three Cu02 layers. As
for the bilayer Tl-0 analogs, the transition temperatures
of these compounds increase with the number of Cu02
layers in the Cu perovskitelike unit. However, the tran-
sition temperatures are lower in each case than those of
the corresponding bilayer Tl-0 compounds. These struc-
tures provide important clues to an improved under-

standing of the role played by the interlayers that
separate the Cu perovskitelike units.
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